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ABSTRACT
TOtal cross sections of K mesons in hydrogen and deuterium were
measured over the momentum range 630 Mev/c to 1100 Mev/c. The K total cross sections were obtained from deuterlum and hydrogen data. A
well-defined resonance appeared in the

K - p total cross section at about

1000 Mev/c. Two high-resolution velocity-selecting Cersnkov countez's were
used to select K mesons. The momentum resolution was wlthn 1% to 2%,

and the'momentum intervals chosen were very closely spaced.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In. a recent eperlment Cook et aL have made an ensive study of the
behavior of the K- meson cross sections on protons
in the momentum region I to 4 Bev/c.
structure in .

1

(a ) and neutrons (un )

They have shown the e,dstence of

and, in particular, evidence for variations in the behavior of

the isotopic spin components I = I and 1 = 0. At tow energies, measurements
of total cross sections from emulsion and bubble chamber work 2 show that for
momenta below a few hundred Mev/c ¶, roughly foflow a 1/v Law. This
dependence has been described elegantly and in detail by DatItz and Tuan, who
assumed a dominantly S-wave interaction.

Although there are some data on the

absorption process of K mesons on neutrons, there is no information on
at these tow energies. The object of this experiment was to measuro 'Q

and:

near 1 flov/c, at the tower end of the region studied by Cook et at., but
with considerably higher momentum resolution and at rriore closely spaced intervals;
and also to eptore further the hiatus between the high-energy counter and the towenergy bubble chamber and emulsion observations. Thus, between the momenta
630 Mev/c and 1100 Mev/c, ¶was measured at nine and an at five values of
incident momentum.

The momentum width chosen between 1 and 2%) was about

one-fifth as large as that in the experiment of Cook et at.,'

and although the

-

R
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counting rate was correspondingly smaller, it was posibto thereby to study finer
details of the structure in the cross sections.

Ii. BEAM AND EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
A. The 1C Beam
Figure 1 shows the arrangement of counters and magnets used to obtain a
variable-energy C-meeon beam of narrow momentum width. The primary target
stainless stool,. 6

x 1/2 x 1/4 in. located in the magnet gap of the Bevatron.

Negative particles, produced within a fow degrees of the direction of the circulating
-

-proton beam, entered the channel after passing through a 0.020-lu. aluminum
window in the vacuum tank at the beginning of the west straight section. The first
bending magnet M 1 Was used to correct for variation in the apparent target position
with selected momentum. For particles at the center of the momentum interval
accepted, a horicontal image of the Bevatron taiget was formed by the quadrupole

• doublet Q at the center of, the quadrupole-singiet field tens S; A vertical image of
the target was formedat the countera

T 1 , T2 , and T 3 by the combination of 0 and

S.: The operating momentum of the system was defined primarily by M 2 . The main
function of M

was to remove degraded particles lfrorn, the beam. A calibration of

the operating momentum was obtained by use of the floating -wire technique with all
three bending magnets in their final locations. A more precise value of the momentumand in addition, the momentum spread—was obtained by using a 29x 36-in. deflecting
magnet downstream of the apparatua (see Section II C). The rnaasurod momentum
. spread was between 1 and 2% for all momenta.
Two veLocity.eeLécting coincldence-anticOincidence Cerenkov countor's with the

two scintillation-counter pairs"; B1-8 3 and B 2 -3 were used to select the K mesons

U C'I L-9762
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in the beam and to reject ir

tneson, e1ectron, and antiprotona.

mesons,

The time detay between B 1 and

and

and between

so that some velocity discrimination between K

were adjusted

rnesons and r mesons was

possible. This was more effective at the tower momenta than at the higher. At

all momenta antiprotons were rejected by thia meanS.
The target flask, made from 0.010-lu. Mylar, was 24 in. long and 6 in., in
a 0002-ln. a%um1rtieddiameter. It was of the standard vacuum-insulated type with
Mylar heat shield.

The vacuum jacket was made of aluminum with a 0.035-in.

edt dome. The ftaak could be
Mylar entrance window and a 0.032-in. aluminum
filed with either deuterium or hydrogen.
B. Ceve.nkov Counters for Selecting

K

Masons

The Cerenkàv counters are similar to the narrow-band velocity_selecting

•

type described by Wiegand 4 (see Fig. 2). Note that these counters not only provide
a "yes" signal when a K meson passes through, but also provide a "no" signal
when a tighter partictetraver8e8 the radiator. Counter C Is Located after the
3
primary momentum -selecting magnet M 3 . whereas C 3 is placed after M
with axes parallel to the beam direction.
The radiators are right-circular cylinders
For momenta from 600 to 800 Mev/c a Lucite adlator was employed; at higher
nementa the radiator was liquid Fluorochemicat (FC 75). A particle of velocity
angle
traveling parallel to the a,da produces a cone of Cerenkov tight of ball

•
•

, given by oo6,.9

• where n is the refractive index of the radiator.

The light produced by the K masonS of the correct momentum leaves the downstream end of the radiator and is refracted at this surface to a wider angle O r
This light is then transmitted by specular. reflection down an aluminum light pipe
tube. Light leaving the radiator
to the photocathode of an RCA 7046 photomultiplier
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átangl.grcax.r than 0 is prevet±ed from entering this tight pipe by a circular
baffle. There are, at this angle, six such light pii and photomuttipliers placed
in a ring abcut the beam axis. These six channels are divided into two gronps of

three each.

A coincidence between the signals from the two gropa must be formed

in order that a K meson be counted. Lighter particles produce Cerenkov Light at

a larger angle than does a K meson of the same momentum. For momenta above
800 Mev/c this tight Leaves the end window of the radiator at an angle greater than
that for the K Light, and is collected by Light pipes similar to those •sed to collect

the K light. Again the are six tight pipes and photomuttipliere placed in a ring
about the beam ada. The entrance apertures of these tight pipes are positioned

in ouch a way that they intercept light leaving the radiator at angles larger than
those corresponding to the. K light. For the antioincidence signal, the pulses from
the photomultipliers are added together. In this way a signal from ny one of the
six. photomuttipliers in a single counter unit can gIve an anticolncidence pulse that
will reject the unwanted light particles

[see Fig. 2(a)]. For the momentum range

Lrom400 to 800 Mev/c, the angle of the. Cerenkov light from the light particles is
such that it always strikc the end face of the Lucite radiator at an anglo greater than

the critical angle, and hence is trapped in the radiator. Thi tight is colLected by
a single light pipe in optical contact with one of the side walls of the radiator, and

is transported to the photocathode of an RCA 6810-A photomultiplier. The signal
from this tube then provides the aticoncidence signaL [see Fig. 2
Figure 3 ehows a delay curve obtained when the delays of scintitlators
and B

were varied with respect to all other counters in the system. The X

niesons are counted with a time-resolution curve, indicated by the central peak.
This rate corresponds to about ZX

of the s-meson rate, and the full width

at hai maximum of the timing curve is 10 misec. If the timing is off by a Large
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amount, say 50 msoc, then the K nesons selected by the Cerenkov counters are

never counted by the scintiflatore. ffowever, there Is a steady background, at
about 1% of the K rate, that is due to accidental coincidences of light mesons in
the beam. When the delay is only about & 10 to * 20 msec, the anticóincldence
pu1e produced by the off-time particle In the Cerenkov counters results In a
reduction of the accidental rate by more than an order of magnitude.

Thus,

very fast time resolution Is not required for the transmission-counter coincidence
circuit, because the background accidental rate is Less by roughly three orders of
magnitude than the K rate for delay times of ± 20 mtt eec about the arrival time
oftheKmeson.
C.

Beam Purity and Momentum Measurements

To confirm the method of Identification described previously, the time of
flight of those particles identified as K mesone was compared with the it-meson
time of flight. This was done by displaying on a recording oscilloscope the pulee

from the first counter in the beam, B 1 . and the pulse from a counter, T., placed
a known dIstance downstream. The oscilloscope was triggered, during one series
of runs, by the 'K" signal obtained by using the Cereukov counters and then, during
another series, by a w signal generated by B

, B 2 , B, and B 4 with the Ceren -

kov counters turned off. Thus the difference in time of flight between w mesons
and the presumed K mesons was determined at several representative momenta.
The results not only Indicated that the K mesons were being correctly identified

but also that the iv contamination in the K signal to the transmission-counter
coincidence circuit was less than 0.5%.
A precise and Independent measurement of the beam momentum M the
Location of the hydrogen target was wade (see Fig. 4) by using a telescope of two

JCRL-916Z
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• "ertical strip scintillation counters P 1 and P to define the direction of entrance

into the 29 X 36.?in. bending magnet., and a similar counter P 3 behind the magnet
to determine the angle of deflection. These three defining cotinters were each
6x 1/2 X 1/8 in.

was placed upstream of the hydrogen target.

P2 cloøe to the

magnet, and P3 about 10 It behind the bending point. The central mornentumand
the spread in momentum were determined by studying the threefold coincidence
rate as a function of the, magnet current. The magnet was calibrated in

ittiiy

uatng the floating-wire, method. 'Possible systematic aaylnrr3etrieo duo, for e.' '
'ample', 'to the Eevatràn stray fieldbr to hysteresis effects were c iminated by

reversed-field measurements by ueing P 3 , the image counter of P 3 in the
-

*beam

tine. malt

cases the central momentum was :deterwlned to within 110.

M. RESULTS
•

.

-'T.he total cross sections in hrogen and deerium were. measured by

maldng transmission measurement's on

the full and empty target.' At each mmentuw

several rune were made with the target alternately full and empty; a total of about
10 incident K mesons was, recorded. To measure the transmission, three
scintillation counters of different sizes were placed. about40 in. behind the target
and coa,dat with it The two smatter cucutar transmission counters were 7 in
and 9 in in diameter, respective ly, the third was a square 13 X43-IA

ott

Thua

each counter subtended different 'solid angles at the target.
if t. and t are the tranemiséton factors for the full and empt target
respeètively, then tho cross section. Is 'given by
• ..

a

(1/aL) In '(tE/tF)P where .

L'is'the Length of the target, and n Is the difference between the atomic concentrations of the Liquid

in the full target and the gas

In the empty target. The

7..

•

value of t
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was about 0.70 at the lowest momentum and 0.35 at the hgheat,

whereas the ratio t/tF was typically about I . 15 for hydrogen and 1.19 for
deuterium.
The subtraction of fuli and empty ar:et data does not exactly cancel all

bacgrouM '(fett therefore the corrections listed below were applied to
the measured numbers before the final results Listed In Table I were obtained.
Porward scattering. In the absence

of any data on the real part of

the forward acatter.ng amplitude the dlierentiat-acattering

cross section per unit

solid angle in the forward direction wqs assumed to be equal to the lower limit
(k 0 /4 w) given by the optical thoorem, where k is the wave number corresponding
to the momentum condered. In the worst case the correction for hydrogen was

teas than 1 mb for the smallest cuer and less than 4 mb for the largest. This
correction would have to be revised if the real part of the forward scattering

amplitude were found to be comparable with the imaginary part in this energy
region.

This correctIon was multIplied by a factor of approximately 1.1 to take

acquxt of.doubte scattering in the hydrogen and in the alumInum jacket of the
target.
Decays flight. At the momenta studied, a conaiderathe fraction of
the K mesons undergo decay in flight between the last Cerenkov counter and the
trusm.aIfen counters. In the Lowest order the effect is removed by taking the
Carget..futl and .targctetnpty difference, but three hIgher-order corrections need
to be applied. The largest of these arises from the energy degradation In the full
target. which enhances slightly the rate of decay between the target and transmi8sion
counters. The other two corrections involve the small fraction of decay products
that strike the counters and simulate a K - meson counts those Occurig ahead
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of or within the target suffer some attenuatthn in the full target, whereas those
occurring later have a sUghtty increased chance of counting because the. K- meson
has been stowed down in the liquid hydrogen. Since aflthe pertinent.pararneters
are well 1Ow, this correction can be catcuiated exactly; it varies frórn about
3.5 mb for the Lowest momentum to about 0.3 mb at the highest

momentum.

Accidental counts andrate sensitivity. The delay curve éhown In

Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of the Ceronkov-countor anticoincidencé counting in
suppressing oil-time accidental counts that coul4 arrive within the resolution

time of the transmission counters. Another source of accidental background
arose from particles that passed outside the Cerenkov counters, and so did not
have this protection. The origin and rates of accidental counts were fully studied

by using various counter combinations and different beam LeveLs this accidental rate
was monitored continuously.

The a'orage correction was 2. mb for the Largest

counter and I mb for the smaller counters.
Beam dlvegeuce. Beam -profile measurements were made at each

momentum setting. When the target 10 LULL, Coulomb scattering in. the hydrogen or
deuterium increases the else of the focal spot; at the lowegtmoinentum for the
smallest counter this reautte In a. correction of about I mb. For the largercounters

and higher womenta the correction is negligible. The above corrections were
applied for both the hydrogen and deuterium data.
In arriving at the cross section approprIate to free neutrons the following
correction was applied.

.

Screening effect in the deuteron. Glauber 5 has shown that the cros
section on the neutron, On • may be obtained from the cross sections
on the deuteron and proton, respectively, from the relation

ad and

UCRL-9762
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a

=

0-0
d
p

1 - (a /4n)Ki/rd2

..

where the mean invree-square radius of the deuteron,1/rd2 , is taken
to be (1/1.7) C .

Typically, this correction amounted to 10% of the difference

The errors quoted in Table I include the statistical errors for the flumbers
counted and the estimated errors for the correction (b) and (c) above. Corrections
(a) and (d) are aseumed toi*he best estimates one can apply at present and their
unccrtaüity is unknown. The fluctuation among subgroups of the data was used to
estimate the statisticaL part of the error, and generally give an answer about

307o higher 'than that estimaeedby , using the total numbers and assuming randàm
count diotributions.
However, apart from the random erorê described In the preceding paragraph, a further systematic error of 1 nib must be included. The cross sections
deduced from the three counters

T 1 , T2 , and T 3 systematiàally disagreed by

about this amount, the vatues decreasing with increasing ,&ize of counter. This
effect 13 not completely understood, though part is certainl y attributable to the
fact that corréctin b) for forward scattering, which is proportional to the
counter size, is known to:have been uóderstiniated.

Thus, in determiniüg the

shape of the cross-section behavIor from the results of Table I., the errors
given may be legitimately used, butit should be borne in mind, that the absolute
nor Lization f•thecurve is uncertain by about 2 to 3%.

UCflL-9762
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w.

D18CUSION

The cross-section results described in the preceding section are plotted
in Fig. S tog

th other data at high energ*oa from Cook et at. •

l and at

tower energies from bubble chamber measurements.

The new data clearly show a Large peak in 0 , at about 1000 May/c,
that is approidmately 0 100 Mev/e in width. If a smooth curve is interpolated
betweon the regions from 600 to 700 May/c and from 10Q to 1300 May/c, the
peak appears to extend some 15 mb above this 'backgrouud" 'iaié:. For
convenience, this sharp enhancement at 1000 Mov/c will be loosely referred to
below as a resonance.

U one assumes charge indendence for the K.nucte*n interactLo.. i.e.,
that the interaction is completely specified by the two cross sections 0 0 and G
and
=
Thus any. structure in the I = I state should be twice

corresponding to the 1 a 0 and I = 1 states, it follows that
a = (1/2)

+ a1 ).

as evident in the K-n as in the C -p interaction whereas interactions in
the I = 0 state should reveal themselves only in the IC-p system. Although

the data could indicate a broad peaking of 0 in the neighborhood of 1 Bay/c,
it i6ems very unlikely that there could be a peak some 30 mb above a smooth
background. which would be ncceasa.y if the resonance in

up were wholly in

the I = 1 state. Thus, the data are consistent with the interpretation of the
resonance as Ibeing Largely in the I a 0 state.
The simplest ezptanation of the peak is in terms of a reaona!,C in a
single state of wefl-deflned angular momentum, parity, and isotopic spin. Examthing the maximum effect from different partial wave at 1 3ev/c, one finds
that the most a .1 = 1/2 state can contribute to 00 or 01 is 18 mb. If this is

•UCRL9762

confined to just a single isótopic'.epin stats then the maximum cofltribution to
.Qbecom9mb. Thus it seems

necessary to attribute the resonance to a state

of J > 3/4. In discussing the possibility of a Bingle-etate I = 0 resonance at
1 Bev/c, it should be kept in mindthat this would stilt describe

only part of

the interaction at this energy, since there is clearly a *rge nonz'esonant back-

-

gre

4 (about 35 mb). Aio, only a sudden change in U 0 is considered

: because it is clear from a comparison of (7
dllierently with energy. The difference in

and

here

that 01 and 00 vary

the energy dependence of C0 and 01

at higher energies has been described by Cook et at.
Apart-from these tentative considerations of the quantum numbers associated
with the peak, it is probably more interesting, and heuristically more useful, to
d{éuaø the signifIcance of the energy value at which the resonance occurs.
are two reasons, of curtent interest, for, believing that structure in
•

There

could

occur at about 1000 to 1050 Mev/c:
(a) Gluthil symmetry implies that
•

.

v-Z systems analogous
resonance in the ir

-:

to

resonances should exist in the it-A and

those in the n-14 system. In particular, t1i third

p system in the I = 1/2 state (total energy in

C.

m

:syatem equal to 160 Mev) leads to a prediction of two resonances in the
• hyperon and hence the

X.

N system.: onewith I

0 at

it

1140 Mev/c,

• the other with I = I at pK = 1310 4ev/c. The first of these lies at higher en
-and ahoui4 be narrower than the obaervéd reSonance1 but such diacrepancie
need net imply dgreement with the idea of global symmetry, in view of- tb
-. approdmate nature of the scheme. However, no e&&dencc for the bzoader
I 1 component was found in the work of Cook et al.

UCRL976Z

(b) It may be that the structure in

a

is associated with the opening of new

absorption channels. Several thresholds for new production processes. occur in
the region of 1040 Mev/c The reacton

R+

N- K + 4. is known to have a cross

section nuch less than a uitlibarn at 1.15 Bev/c 8 and seems very unUkely to
nave any apprecable effect at 1040 Mev/c
+N-

+ N.

One recently dtecovered reaction,

has a threshold almost eact1y at the resonant energy; the éx-

citation function for this process is not known, but

productioti at

1.15 8ev/c

amounts to a few miltibarns. Other possibly strong reactiona at about this energy
can be written, which involve production of two and three piona, or higher ocited10
byperon reonaucea analogous tothé ?.
RocenttyThaU and Fraser 1 ' have
shown by a dispersion-theoretic approach how a rapid rise in inelastic absorption
in a given state (e. g., close to a threshold) can generate a large and temporary
increase in the elastic scattering arising from the -same state. From their
dispersion-re latlon between the real and Imaginary parts of the phase shift. In a
given state, they show that even for an t elastic crosi section of only a few
miUibarns the elastic cross section In the same state can he Induced to rise to
the unitarity limit. The peak in-the total cross- sectiori should occur ctse to the

inelastic threshold. If this is the niechaniam involved in.the present case it is
A.
susceptibLe to a threct experamentat test, because the elastic and inelasbc channel
cud be cLeaLy asbociated as occurring with the same quantum numbers
For the specific assumptionS of J 1 and I 1/2 for the

Ball

and Fraser
in the

calculate from their model that the peaking in the ceis section
as
- p 5ystem should be about Live times as great/tthe i - n system.

The Fermi momentum of the neutren In the deuteron causes a broadening of the..
peak.; if one asumes projected deuteron momenta of the order of 50 Mev/c, the

half-width should be increased by about 207a. T.hepreeent data on 0 are not
of 'sufficient statistical accuracy to'attow us to decide whether such a reduced and

broadened peak exists In q, but they are certainly consistent with the prediction
of malI and Fraser.
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Fig. 1. Arrangement of the secondary

ic

'beam.

M 1 0 M z , and M 3 are beading

magnets defining the momentum. Q is a quadr.upo&e doublet lens, and
S Is a quadrupole singlet lens. The scin.ttflatin counter8 B 1 ,
and

define the beam dT 1 T, and T 3 measure the' trans-

mission of the hydrogen target.
Fig. 2.

Operation of the velocity-selecting Cercnkov tounters. Fig. 2 (a) shows
t he mode of operation in which both the K light and it iigt Leave the
exit face of the radiator and are collected by identical photomultiplier
rings, each composed of six RCA 7046 tubes. Fig. 2 (b) shows the.
mode in w1zih the K light teavee the exit Lace and the trapped ii light is
collected through a Lucite tight pipe in optical contact with the circular
edge of the radiator.

Fig. 3.

Delay curve obtained by delaying

B and B

in the maIn K-selecting

coincidence circuits. This illustrates the affectivneas of the anticoincidence signals from the Cerenkov counters in suppressing accidental
coincidences that occur within about e
meson.

of the passage of a

1.

g. 4. Arrangement of banding magnet and counters placed downstream from
the experiment to measure the beaw momentum.

P1 , ?, P and

are vertical atrip scintillation counters each in. X 1/2 in. X 1/8 in.
Coincidences P, P. and 2 3 are measured for one sign of the field
in the magnet and coincidence

PI P2 , and R , £ø the reversed

field.
Fig. S. The total cross sections q and a . 5(a) gives up and 3(b) gives
0n Experiment I refers to the experiment of Cook at at.
periment Ii refers to the experiment of Bastien ci at.

6

1

and Ex-

Pointe from

the present experiment are plotted together with the errors as given

UCR L-9 762

in Table land discus.ed in the text. In addition, systematic errors of
less than 1 mb may e present, which could shift the central values of
all ppints together.

(See Section III).
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